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MUNICIPALITIES

WAYS TO
YOUR MUNICIPALITY

AORS

DUE DILIGENCE

Your staff must meet corporate goals and
responsibilities. They also have to satisfy
provincial and federal requirements while
providing high-quality service to your citizens.
As a municipal councillor or senior administrator,
AORS offers your staff the information
and resources they need to perform
their due diligence surrounding
roles, regulations, requirements
and relationships of
local government.

2500

+

TRAINED ANNUALLY
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TRAINING PROGRAMS
Your municipal public works staff need critical
skills and knowledge to safely and effectively
carry out their responsibilities. Our courses—from
equipment operation to leadership—are cost-effective
and relevant. We’ll bring our courses to your depot.

+
30
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LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS (LA)
Offering your staff role model responsibilities
is an excellent opportunity to effect positive change
in your community and our industry. They will tap into
a broad network of knowledgeable and supportive
public works professionals who know how to provide
essential services (e.g. joint tenders) on time and on
budget. Our 30+ LA’s offer official volunteer positions
on executives or committees that provide a key link
to municipalities like yours across Ontario.

+
1300
CERTIFIED
PROFESSIONALS
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CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Certified Road Supervisor
(CRS) designation recognizes
the knowledge and skills of
individuals vital to the
management of your public
works. Our Public Works
Professional Development
Programs are designed to
advance municipal professional
standards and boost the
performance of your staff
with CRS certification that is
recognized under provincial
statute law.

“

Obtaining the CRS-S designation is an important
personal achievement for me. The training related with
the CRS program allows me to stay current with today’s
Public Works challenges and network with other AORS members.
I appreciate the support the Town of Whitchurch-Stouffville has
given me during my career to achieve this milestone.
PETER ALCORN, CRS-S—TRANSPORTATION SUPERVISOR,
TOWN OF WHITCHURCH-STOUFFVILLE
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COOPERATIVE
AGREEMENTS AND
PARTNERSHIPS
AORS has advanced
cooperation through key
agreements with agencies
such as OGRA, OPWA,
and private sector
companies, to deliver
expanded training and
certification services to
our municipal members
efficiently and effectively.
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ADVOCACY
Our volunteer Board
of Directors (BOD)
is made up of influential
Ontario municipal
professionals. AORS has
a constitutional mandate
to advocate governmental
agencies on behalf of our
members. We do so by
drawing on the Board’s
collective experience,
knowledge and network to
address and advance issues
affecting their municipalities.

WITH

www.aors.on.ca

